VIDYO e-News Letter

From the Principal's Desk
Greetings from Vidyodaya.
Hope and pray that this e newsletter finds you all
in good health and cheer by God's grace.
"Success comes to those who work hard and
stays with those, who don’t rest on the laurels of
the past."
We at Vidyodaya believe in a joyful experiential
learning system wherein, each child is
encouraged to participate wholeheartedly. We
leave no stone unturned to offer multitudes of
opportunities to our children, it is for them to
make the most of it. Children are motivated to
grab every opportunity that comes their way
which would not only help in their holistic
growth but also strengthen their belief in
teamwork, which is important in this fast-paced
world. Many of our students are involved in a
variety of extracurricular activities that give
them the opportunity to grow at their own pace
in a safe nurturing environment. Our list of club
activities and other extracurricular activities are
broadened each year with a hope to have
something that interests every student.
"To motivate the weak, to address the average
and challenge the gifted" is the vision of our
school. We believe in empowering our children
in such a manner that they act as representatives
of a meaningful and value-based society.
The system of education has become so dynamic
that it is no longer enough to connect the dots,
we need to think out of the box and think
beyond a pattern. We have a team of fabulous
faculty members who display boundless energy
and intense commitment which keeps the ethos
of our school shining brightly.
There are only two lasting bequests we can hope
to give our children. One of these is roots; the
other, wings. One is offered by our loving
parents and the other is offered by us.
‘Let us keep alive the child’s in born sense of
wonder, let us arouse their curiosity to discover
the mystery of the world we live in!’
I wish and pray that the Vidyodayans will make
themselves stronger day by day, adding a new
leaf to the grandeur of the school.
Leena Wesley, Principal.

Editorial

From the Editors' Desk
We take great pride in presenting the second
edition of our e Newsletter as it features our
student's creativity, ingenuity and flair,
particularly when students cannot enjoy normal
school life owing to unforeseen circumstances.
The magazine also espouses the school's spirit
'Dawn of knowledge' which is built up within the
school through the collective actions, thoughts
and aspirations, besides highlighting the forays
made by the school in various school
celebrations, competitions that the students
participated in, the awards won by them and the
work done by various clubs.
We have considered every challenge as an
opportunity and our sincere gratitude to the
teachers, parents and students for their
passionate involvement and trust. We hope you
will enjoy cruising through our learners'
rewarding experiences.

Students' Editorial
The various activities orchestrated by our school
this term was a real stimulation of our verve for
co-curricular activities that has been deep-rooted
in our educational system.
Though we were shut indoors, our school opened
many doors for us to attend numerous webinars
and connect with the competitive world.
Despite the pandemic, our teachers gave us an
insight about the important days every month
and also made sure we diligently celebrated
them. Every activity was inspiriting.
Also, the sessions conducted by the various clubs
of our school ventured us to go out of our
comfort zone and try a lot of new things. The
fun-filled quizzes and games conducted brought
a great deal of comprehension, cognizance,
knowledge etc. and at the same time, it offered
us much merriment, delight and refreshment.
Our heartfelt gratitude for all the tireless effort
taken by all our awe-inspiring teachers to keep us
captivated in this dullsville lockdown.
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From the Correspondent's Desk

Vidyodaya has marched on regardless of the
pandemic and ensured that the academic
standards of our students have been maintained
uninterrupted.
The untiring efforts of our teachers and the
support of the parents has made it possible for
our students not only to adapt to the ‘ new
normal’ with ease but also excel in many spheres
of activity outside of academics.
Most students of standards IX to XII are back on
campus and enjoying the new found freedom. It
is hoped that the other students will also get back
to physical classes.
We look forward to welcoming the students of
LKG to standard VIII back to school in
November.
Adhering to all SOP and other protocols, we will
make the school a safe environment and await
the arrival of all the students on campus to make
it a memorable experience they have been
longing for.
On behalf of the Management and my personal
behalf, I would like to thank the parents for their
cooperation and understanding during these
difficult times. I wish to commend the teachers
and staff of Vidyodaya for their commitment to
the school.
We hope to start a new chapter of interactive
education at Vidyodaya when all our children are
back on campus. Soon, this we believe will be
the normal hence forth!
With warm regards,
Nandita Krishnan, Correspondent.
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Group Toppers

Pavithra N

Preetha Pushkarni
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Ganga R
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Ranitha R

Accts, Comm, Eco, CA

Subject Toppers

Preetha Pushkarni

English
98 / 100
Physics
96.67 / 100
Chemistry 96.96 / 100
Maths
98 / 100
Biology
96.96 /100

Abinayasree P
German
98.78 / 100
B. Maths
98.78 / 100
Economics 97.89 / 100

Jaisree S
Tamil
96.22 / 100

Peeya Surana
Hindi
Commerce

Pavithra N
Computer Science
96.70 / 100

97.56 / 100
97.78 /100

Ganga R
French
97.34 / 100
Accountancy 98.23 /100

Ranitha R
Computer Application
86.24 / 100

OUR GREEN AMBASSADOR
OF CEDX GLOBAL
Shreyaa vinod Xii a

My school Vidyodaya Matriculation
Academy, Chennai in particular
focuses
on
the
all-round
development of a student, and never
misses an opportunity to provide a
conducive
and
encouraging
environment to inspire us to do
incredible tasks! It was a dream
come true for me when I got a
chance to take part in the prestigious
global talk show 2021 conducted by
the reputed CEDx Global Talk
Education Foundation. I was thrilled
to know that out of the 15 CEDx
speakers selected for the final round,
I was one of the 2 students selected
to represent Tamil Nadu, from
among 221 contestants from 22
countries across the world.

The programme was conducted on
the
occasion
of
‘World
Environment Day’ on June 5th and
we CEDx speakers presented our
thoughts on the topic ‘Appeal to
save Mother Earth’. Young
changemakers from across the
globe spoke on the need to
amalgamate
ground-breaking
approaches to tackle the various
environmental issues confronting
the world. My presentation centred
on how my school Vidyodaya
nurtures and inculcates in each of
its students a sense of responsibility
towards the environment and its
contribution towards a cleaner and
greener earth!
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In the Olympiad Exams 2020 - 2021, she has bagged
international ranks in the subjects English (#18), Science (#29),
and Maths(#52), making our school proud. The marks scored
were 37/40 in English, 35/40 in Science, and 35/40 in Maths.

For the very first time I was not
anxious about the results, because I
was content with my presentation
and happy that I did not give up. It
was utterly overwhelming to know
that I had won the First place for
my presentation on a global
platform. My teachers, friends and
I were on cloud nine! It’s true; best
things do happen unexpectedly.
That’s when I learnt a very
important lesson, life is the biggest
teacher and the toughest question
paper, and doesn’t give preparation
time for each of the test it gives.
So, we should train our mind with
resilience.
Shreyaa Vinod - XII A

A BUDDING
NEW AUTHOR
Kari Sahiti Reddy of VII - C was selected to be
a co-author of Scholastic's Inky Blue.

It was a ten-day workshop. To join it, I
had to pass a test and was overjoyed
when I was selected. My mentor, for 17
other kids too, gave us an introduction to
writing a book and told us that we would
be writing a short story at the end of the
workshop. The final step would be
getting the short stories published as a
book. In the next few days, we learned to
write an author profile, an essential part
of writing any story. Once we finished
our author profiles, we moved on to
writing story. My mentor gave her
valuable feedback regarding the story.

I gathered different perspectives from
my co-writers on the last day of the
workshop regarding short stories. We
sent our stories to get edited and
published. After a few months, I
received a copy of my own. I felt
ecstatic to see it. The workshop was a
whole new experience for me. It
improved my writing skills and
presentation skills tremendously. It
allowed me to meet people who have
similar interest as me. I thoroughly
enjoyed the experience.

Kamya Sri Atchaya A K
Std III A

Certificate winners

National Doctors' Day

30. 06. 2021

"I salute our brave doctors who have been leading the
battle against COVID- 19 at the forefront. My
grandfather is also a doctor. His name is Dr.Jayapal.
He is serving the needy free of cost. I too want to
be a doctor and serve the needy people."

Save the Saviours

"I'm here to speak about the doctors who treat
respiratory problems. They are known as
Pulmonologists. We refer to these doctors when we
have problems in breathing. During this pandemic,
these doctors have been helping COVID patients.
We should also help them in turn by staying safe
at home."
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"When I spoke about national doctors' day
I felt very happy and enjoyed when I
spoke about the service done by the
doctors. "

"National Doctors' Day is celebrated on the
occasion of the birth anniversary of Dr. Bidhan
Chandra Roy. I take this opportunity to salute all
the doctors for their tireless service."

International Plastic Bag Free Day

Kamya Sri Atchaya A K
Std III A

INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS
75th Independence day was celebrated at Vidyodaya Matriculation Higher Secondary Academy with a
tribute to the great souls of the nation.

FLAG HOISTING......UNFURL AND SALUTE THE TRICOLOUR

MY NATION.....MY PRIDE

FEELING GRATITUDE AND TOGETHERNESS

The programmed was made available in YouTube with 668 views.

https://youtu.be/rLKj3itc1DA

TO MOTHER INDIA

Gangashree.M - V D

Dheeptha- 4C.

Ashvika - 1B

R.Divya - 6B

Andria Prince - 6A

Megadharshini.K - I B

Anushka.K - 5B

M.S.Dhakshitha - 6B

Anushree - 6A

M.Kirthika - 6b

Riya.G.R - ^6C

Dashvini.M - V D

M.Gangashree - %D

Anjana.T - 6C

Freedom is something money can't buy.It is the result of
sacrifice.....Ashvitha.K - 6C

Lakshitha. L - 5D

A hard won gift. We must cherish it.........Unnamalai.V - 6C

Ms Shanthi and Ms Ponmani at the DPE campus with Mr.Nanda Kumar, Commissioner for school education.

